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Burning question: Can the Hawks come within 43 in Game 2?
10:46 am May 6, 2010, by Mark Bradley

Game 1 was so out of kilter even Jeff Teague (No. 0) played long minutes. (AP 

photo)

Orlando — The Hawks are going to change a few things for Game 2, which would seem a wise choice given 

the result of Game 1. But will letting Mike Bibby guard Jameer Nelson and activating Randolph Morris make a 

44-point difference? Do the Hawks really have a chance tonight?

I, believe it or not, believe they do. NBA history is littered with evidence that one blowout does not a series 

construe. The Lakers lost Game 1 of the 1985 finals in Boston by 34 points — the Memorial Day Massacre, it 

was dubbed — and won four of the next five. The Knicks lost to the Celtics by 26 points in Game 1 of the 1973 

Eastern finals and won Game 2 by 33. (The old 59-point swing.)

Here’s one even closer to home: In 1995 the Orlando Magic opened the playoffs by beating the Celtics by 47 

points. They lost the next game, which was played in the very same O-rena, two days later.

These Hawks have gotten good at two things: Getting blown out and shrugging off getting blown out. They lost 

Game 5 in Boston in 2008 by 25 points and won Game 6 two nights later. They lost Game 6 in Miami a year 

ago by 26 and won Game 7 two days later. I’m not saying the Hawks will win tonight — I’m about to declare a 

moratorium (subject to lifting on short notice) on predictions — but I can’t imagine they’ll lose that badly again.

I am, however, occasionally wrong. I’d welcome your thoughts on this weighty topic. I’m about to walk across 

the parking lot to the Hawks’ shootaround, and I’ll let you know if anything of weight comes from that. But in the 

interim I ask: Hawks plus-43 in Game 2 — would you take that bet?
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Shootaround news: Woodson said Randolph Morris would be activated for Game 2. (He’d have been 

activated for Game 1 but was ill and stayed at the hotel.) Mario West will be inactive. Woodson did not say he’d 

play Morris, who had some memorable high school duels against Dwight Howard, but he wants to have the 

option of a fourth big man and six more fouls if need arises.

Also: Jeff Teague (apparently) got fined for tossing a bottle of water. The errant cast missed its intended 

recipeient and hit the court with a thud not far from where Woodson was standing. “That’s $500, Rook,” 

Woodson said. He might even have meant it.
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